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SCI E NCE

"anthropologies" for economics, politics, society, education, symbolism, ecology, and so on.

If the task is to find a theoretical ap-

proach that will avoid both mechanistic

Anticipation, Adaptation, and

the social science
and, and
at theevocative
same time, humanism
provide for a
degree of synthesis of the many subdivi-

Concept of Culture in Anthropol

Dgy sions of the discipline, then a likely possi-

A synthesis for a "preparadigmatic" scien

tion. This concept appears to introduce a
Lce 1S new level of generalization. Instead of

bility is found in the concept of adapta-

- suggested by the philosophy of A. N. Whiteh

lead. the abstractions from behavior, like culture, or the reductive formulas of psy-

chology or genetics, it focuses on human
John W. Be bnnett actors who try to realize objectives, satisfy needs, or find peace while coping with
present conditions. In their coping, humans create the social future in the sense
Anthropology, a field of study dealing

"anthropologists do n( ot claim that cul- of generating new problems or perpetu-

with both physical and behavioral as-

ture does provide 4 a complete ex- ating old ones and may even modify the

pects of the human species, is not an

planation of human t behavior, merely biological constitution of the population

integral discipline like biology, but a

that there is a cultural L element in most in the process (as in the case of the sickle

congeries of topics held together by de-

human behavior." WE zile Kroeber and cell gene) (7?. By analyzing the factors

scriptive interests (l, 2). Since most of

Kluckhohn were attenr

these topics concern prehistoric or living

degree of explanatory p zowerforthecon- gains knowledge of the possibility and

humans outside the confines of Euro-

cept, other anthropolog JiStS were looking direction of change and the relation of

pting to retain a that guide the choices of strategies, one

pean civilization, a scholarly discipline

elsewhere into eC°l°l gy, in Steward's human behavior to the milieus.

formed around them. Although anthro-

case (S) for explanatir ons of human af-

pologists have repeatedly claimed that

fairs.

their field is the only one to seek a uni-

One consequence of

fied science of humanity, this objective

tive core concept for a

field that aims at

has been slow to mature. The failure has

generalizing or explan

atory (scientific) On the basis of a careful study of A. N.

having a descrip- Anticipation: The Basis of Adaptation

been attributed to various characteristics

status (6) is the difficul Ity of distinguish- Whitehead, Burgers (8) proposes that the

of anthropology that stem from the diver-

ing cultural anthropoloE Jy from history or classic problem of teleology has not real-

sity of its subject matter (3).

literature. At the other

This diversity and the lack of a clear

extreme, the in- ly been solved, despite the fact that it

creasing tendency to a Ldopt sociological was discarded by modern science in fa-

theoretical aim were matters of concern

concepts like "social e

to anthropologists from the beginnings of

it impossible to disting yuish cultural an- difficulty with linear causality is that it

xchange" makes vor of material and linear causality. The

the academic field in the 1880's. After the

thropology from socio logy or econom- cannot determine causes of events that

decline of evolutionary theory, Ameri-

iCS .

can anthropologists in - the early Oth

occur, in part, because of precedents

I believe this situat] ion constitutes a built into the structure of the phenome-

century seized on the descriptive human-

major intellectual cris ,is that is com- na. Forexample, theformationofacrys-

istic notion of "culture" and converted

pounded by the gradual

disappearance of tal is caused by the molecular anticipa-

it into a "scientific' discovery-a new

the focal subject matte

r of ethnology tion of crystallization, which is triggered

order of reality. Although the concept

the isolated tribal socil ety. As such so- by an assortment of external factors. But
cieties are transforme d into self-con- how can one predict exactly when a crys-

immediately spread through the social
and behavioral sciences, only cultur-

scious nations, ethnic g] roups, or classes, tal will form if it is not possible, except in

al anthropology continued to use it as a

the pull toward social

central explanatory concept. In the early

even stronger. This ge

1950's, Kroeber and Kluckhohn (4) ac-

nerates counter- and purpose intervene, to specify when

vailing experiments tha

it use semantical these triggering factors will appear or
approaches in or- become effective? More cogently, how

science becomes laboratory situations where human will

knowledged the descriptive or "substan-

and phenomenological <

tive" basis of the concept but insisted

der to avoid social scien

that it retained an "explanatory dimen-

tism but that also

can be distinguished frc

sion.' Even so, they found it necessary

to the diversification of

to qualify the explanatory function-

Dm art, and leads Dr. Bennett is a professor of anthropology and has
subject matter to served two terms as chairman of the Department of

the point where there nz

ow ex1st separate Missouri63130.
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can one speak of material causation of

the present, which in turn has been con-

as White (15) would have called it, by

human actions when the unpredictable

ditioned by what happened in the past.

atoms, even though atoms are involved

and creative powers of the human mind

Thus, regardless of what the actual out-

in the process. More exactly, for a partic-

are at work in nearly every situation?

come may be or precisely how much

ular problem involving anticipatory functioning, human behavior has to be con-

Anticipation in the human realm may

"freedom" the organism may have or

appear in the form of purpose, needs,

acquire, there is an attempt to move

sidered as an independent phenomenon.

desire, foresight, will, or simply con-

through time and space as if freedom or

White (16) and Kroeber (17) called this
phenomenon "culture," but my position

sciousness of continued existence. The

autonomy were attainable and, by so

process of anticipation is recognized in

doing, to constantly restructure the con-

is that this terminological habit has ob-

anthropological theory when we speak of

ditioning factors. This is one definition of

scured the underlying issue. Culture is a

cognition and symbolism as conferring a

the evolutionary process; the possibility

linguistic convention used to describe

"time-binding" capacity on human be-

that human thought and action can be

the empirical consequences of minding;

havior, but instead of being used as the

fitted into a general evolutionary scheme

therefore, minding is what we should be

core of anthropological intellectual ef-

has existed since Irving Hallowell's clas-

concerned with. And a more descriptive

fort, the concept has been presented as a

sic paper of 1960 (13). It is now generally

label for it is adaptation.

psychological fact which lies behind cul-

assumed that "mind" was a factor in the

ture. The traditional view sees culture as

evolution of the hominids.

The perceptive reader might object
that, since I have suggested that the an-

a material process or entity caused by

For Whitehead, the universe was a

the time-binding capacity of humans but,

problem of constant evolution, not em-

ily visible in complex, reciprocal events

paradoxically, culture is also viewed as a

pirical existence, since, while each event

in long time sequences where linear caus-

ticipatory function of reality is most eas-

cause of human behavior. Furthermore,

grew out of prior events, it was also

al explanations do not work, it is con-

if anticipation is characteristic of all life

shaped by present circumstances. White-

tradictory to apply the theory to individ-

and even the nonliving realm, then the

head also believed that the emergence of

ual human action. First, simple causa-

idea that culture the human version is

one event out of another induced concep-

tion frequently does work at the individ-

exclusive to the human species is at least

tualization; that is, a change in phenom-

ual level and in society over short

partly false or, at best, ambiguous (a

ena necessarily creates awareness or un-

periods. Second, there will be an inter-

position now apparent in the work of

derstanding of the old and the new. This,

play between anticipation and causation.

animal behaviorists and ethologists) (9).

in turn, creates a sense of the future.

For example, we can say about the study

However, if the cognitive form of an-

Whitehead believed this process extend-

of human social kinship that its per-

ticipation is an especially important char-

ed beyond human intelligence into the

sisting structure (a mental thing) is

acteristic of humans, then much human

whole universe, that is, the evolution of

created by role expectations that are con-

behavior is devoted to reordering phe-

material substance has similar character-

ditioned by past precedents. However,

nomena to avoid a random or entropic

istics insofar as future events are con-

the behavior of an individual in kinship

state. This proposition counterbalances

strained or made probable by built-in

contexts is only somewhat explainable

the recurrent tendency (as in function-

mechanisms which have emerged as a

by this anticipatory function, since he

alism) to make stability or, at least,

consequence of prior events and process-

can choose to follow the structure or not.

homeostasis the normative basis of theo-

es. Simple or linear causation is not ruled

If the topic shifts from the kinship sys-

ry in human phenomena, or to apply

out as a concept of explanation, but it is

tem to the coping behavior of individ-

concepts appropriate mainly to non-

redefined as a descriptive or short-term

uals, we find that the styles of both con-

human realms to the much more dynam-

version of a temporal process featuring

forming and nonconforming behavior al-

ic human realm. The persistent devel-

complex systemic reciprocities. An anal-

so create patterned or anticipated struc-

opmental or exponential tendency in hu-

ogy in anthropology is the distinction

tures within, or outside of, the kinship

man behavior, visible whenever the time

made by Sahlins and Service (14) be-

structure. Third, long and short time are

span observed is long enough, should be

tween specific and general evolution in

relative concepts; the emergence of "pat-

evidence that the regularity and return

culture the specific historical se-

terned deviations" may be perceived as

to preexisting states characteristic of

quences of change or evolution often can

taking place over a long time from the

homeostatic movement are temporary

be understood fairly adequately by

standpoint of the lifetime of an individ-

phenomena that are useful in analyzing

simple causation, but the long-term

ual From the standpoint of the kinship

limited sequences but not for understand-

movements and the frequent unpredict-

system, which may not change over

ing the basis of species behavior (10).

able shifts of direction and focus can be

many generations, it may be a minor

A few anthropologists (11 ) use the

grasped only by an understanding of the

squiggle on a long-term curve. Thus the

model of a game as an analogy for the

systemic character of general evolution.

use of an anticipatory-adaptational frame

coping behavior of humans in instrumen-

An example is the exponential curve of

clarifies the relativity of time and levels

tal (technical, economic, political) situa-

energy utilization by all humans, which

of generality.

tions. The specialized and limited game

is superimposed over many specific

analogy might perhaps be generalized to

curves with flat or cyclical shapes (2,

include the major pattern of human exis-

chaps. 3 and 4).

tence or even of all life. That is, in adapt-

The Concept of Adaptation

The phenomenological element in

ing, the organism plays a game with the

Whitehead's position is found in the im-

In biology, the term adaptation has

environment, endeavoring to learn, ma-

plication that, in living organisms and,

two meanings. The first has to do with

nipulate, or change the rules in order to

perhaps, humans in particular, the fac-

genetic evolution, which concerns feed-

realize goals, satisfy needs, or maintain a

tor of mind, intention, will, puipose, or

backs into the gene pool from interactions with the environment and which

degree of freedom of choice and action.

whatever must be considered as distinct,

This process presupposes what White-

for purposes of analysis, from strictly

leads to the persistence or development

head (12) calls anticipation the future is

material elements of a process. That is,

of traits favorable to survival of the popu-

structured by what the organism does in

one cannot explain mind, or "minding,"

lation. The second concept pertains to
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behavior during the life span of an orga-

conflict. Similar patterns are apparently

forecasting or planning represents an at-

nism which enables it to cope with envi-

found in all organisms and, analogically,

tempt to subject the anticipatory func-

ronmental conditions. This behavior op-

nonliving things, but the precise loci and

tion to a degree of conscious control.

erates by cognitive and perceptual pro-

magnitudes of the functions obviously

The frequent failure of planning, per-

vary from realm to realm. However,

sistence of old precedents, or emergence
of unanticipated consequences testifies

may provide the basis for the capacity.

since there is continuity between the living and nonliving, to call culture a "su-

However, since in most organisms adapt-

perorganic" (17) is to exaggerate the dif-

pation. Thus the human species has both

ive selection is sufficiently general to

directional movement (teleology) and un-

provide excess capacity or plasticity-

ferences between humans and all other
phenomena.

"generalization" the organism main-

The statement, "culture is man's way

hominid evolution has featured a reduc-

tains a degree of adaptive autonomy or

of adapting to the environment," is char-

freedom to cope.

acteristic of the recent effort to shift to

tion of the latter. Obviously, interplay between directional movement and ran-

cesses, although adaptations selected
through the genetic-evolutionary process

to the incompleteness of cognitive antici-

controlled drift, or stagnation, although

The basic meaning of adaptation in the

an adaptational frame while preserving

domness is required in order to retain the

sciences of human behavior (18) is de-

culture as a central referent. Presumably

freedom, or flexibility, component of adaptation.

rived from the second of the two biologi-

the intention of such a definition is to

cal concepts, that is, coping mechanisms

exclude nonhumans, who adapt mainly

The principal problem of the concept

utilized by organisms during their lives.

by programmed mechanisms built into

of adaptation in a broadened science of
human ecology concerns the relation be-

However, among humans this behavior

the genes (19). Such a proposition has to

is subject to interpretation by values,

be qualified in light of the recent work by tween adaptation in a biological sense

thus introducing a judgmental dimension

animal experimentalists and field observ-

and adaptation defined as a social and

in addition to the survival or need-satis-

ers who have observed, in various spe-

behavioral process. In the biological sci-

fying function. This requires a series of

cies, plasticity and innovativeness that

ences, adaptation tends to refer to en-

elaborations of the concept; of these, the

transcend programming and clearly belong in the cultural domain. However, if

tropy functions; the behavior of organisms results in steady states or home-

adaptive (reducing tension, satisfying

we define culture as, for example, "the

ostatic rhythms. However, in social be-

needs) for the individual may be mal-

distinctive human cognitive interplay be-

havior, the organism may do just the

adaptive for the group (threatening sur-

tween constraint and freedom of ac-

opposite-disturb or overturn existing

vival and integrity). Warfare is, of

tion," the proposition is not false. At

conditions in order to satisfy needs. In

course, the obvious example; the individ-

least, it is a typical heuristic statement

general, the biological conceptions of ad-

ual may gain satisfaction and social hon-

which can be neither entirely supported
nor entirely refuted.

mechanistic teleology as, for example,

most fundamental is that what may be

or from participation but the activity can

aptation have had a strong element of

be judged as destructive for society.

More serious objections to the idea of

in research which seeks to demonstrate

Thus the influence of value judgments

culture as an adaptive mechanism stem

that predator and prey interaction tends

must be weighed in analyses of coping

from the levels of generalization implicit

to stabilize species populations, or in the

adaptation in humans failure to do so

in the statement. If culture is a descrip-

investigations of trophic cycling of nutri-

leads to misleading and incomplete analy-

tive concept, an epiphenomenal con-

tion in a relatively closed environment

sis. This multidimensional process of be-

struction, or a generalization of a com-

like a pond. There is nothing wrong with

havioral adaptation shapes the rhetoric

plex natural process, then it cannot be a

these interpretations, since they seek to

of politics and social change and reform,
and is also fundamental in what we con-

method of adapting. If Whitehead's doc-

define the structure of anticipatory phe-

trine of the basic continuity of anticipa-

nomena in a domain devoid of cognition

sider to be normal and abnormal behav-

tion and freedom is correct, then the

(20). However, in the human case, tele-

ior.

ology tends to become equivalent to con-

Since adaptation, with regard to hu-

human differs from the nonhuman only
in degree and in emphasis on particular

man behavior, is the positive half of a

features. Cognition is present in humans

assumes a cognitive role and anticipation

scious causation or history, that is, it

paired concept (the negative half is mal-

and not in crystals, but cognition, in

becomes a conscious focus of policy.

adaptation), the neglect of the value di-

varying and lesser degrees, is present in

This means that projection of mechanis-

mension leads to neglect of the anticipa-

mammals.

tic teleological assumptions on the hu-

tory aspect of behavior. While the ele-

The term "preadaptation" is used in

ment of freedom contributes a flow of
novel or creative responses, the majority

evolutionary biology to refer to an oppor-

at best, although there is no doubt that

tune coincidence between an existing

directional movements out of awareness

of coping mechanisms is based on precedents. Likewise, the values used to as-

trait and some new environmental fac-

of the human actors do occur in society

tor. There is a question as to whether

and in relations between man and nature.

man social organ is a dubious enterprise

sess the consequences of adaptation are

this properly refers to the anticipatory

almost always derived from mind-sets

Such directional movements must be

function. If we understand preadaptation

treated as empirical possibilities, not as

established before the particular adaptive event. The difference between hu-

in its most general sense, then it can be
included. However, when we are con-

natural laws. Anthropology has period-

man and nonhuman adaptive behavior

cerned with human coping behavior, an-

present cultural evolutionary theory, fall-

seems to lie in the greater frequency of
both the creative and the precedental

ticipation becomes coterminous, in large

en into a mechanistic teleological mood,

part, with foresight, or cognitive under-

forms among humans, whose adaptive

standings of future contingencies. These

which makes it extremely difficult to
handle short-term adaptive behavioral se-

ically, for example, in both past and

behavior is characterized not merely by

certainly exist in humans but are not by

quences and outcomes. The result is the

symbol generation (that is, culture), but

any means universally operative. That

tendency for cultural anthropology to os-

also by memory storage (learning), and
preservation of outmoded (perceptually

they are not has been a perennial problem in human thought, as evidenced by

maladaptive) solutions which generate

attempts to forecast the future. Such

cillate between particularistic, microsocial depiction and grand evolutionary
generalization .
849
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However, the union of biological and

tion that affect experiences. A particular

social adaptational phenomena may be

culture is a time-slice description of ex-

promise with vested interests, which

defined on a different level, that is, in

periontial constructs, subject to change

ameliorates conditions or assuages con-

cently most planning appears to be com-

terms of tension reduction in the orga-

as experience and environment change-

science but does not affect fundamental

nism. In Alland's definitions (21), ten-

granting some lags in individuals and in

direction.

sion reduction is equivalent to what he

particular segments of the symbolic con-

calls " internal adaptation, " or the resolu-

structions.

tion of various processes within the indi-

The principal consequence of the dis-

vidual in the course of behavior. Alland

harmony between empirical nature and

Adaptation and Cultural Anthropology

contrasts this concept to "external adap-

symbolic views of nature is, of course,

In cultural anthropology, the first state-

tation" or, presumably, what I call cop-

the projection of human rhythms and

ment of the behavioral background of resource utilization or energy generation in

ing. There is no doubt that tension reduc-

purposes onto the physical universe.

tion figures in human coping behavior.

These human intentionalities can be de-

the human species was presented by

Perhaps neurosis may be defined broadly

fined as natural at a high level of gener-

Barnett (23), who was concerned with in-

novation as the basis of culture change.

as a state of perpetual conflict between

ality, and theory must take this into ac-

functional coping styles and inner needs

count even though attempts to deal with

With the use of Gestalt psychology, he

for satisfaction. If so, then neurosis is

it border on philosophy and religion.

defined innovation as the ability to syn-

nothing more than hypertypical human

(For example, are human actions, de-

thesize components of perceptual and ex-

behavior. This observation may provide

structive or problematic for nature in the

periential fields in order to create new

an opportunity to orient culture and per-

short run, part of some larger design

combinations or images of reality. The

sonality studies in anthropology toward

which contains cyclical patterning or

process as defined is not unique to hu-

adaptation, bringing them into con-

homeostatic controls?)

junction with other subdivisions of anthropology.
Adaptive and maladaptive behavior in

In any case, the short-term con-

mans, so its basic properties cannot account for the superior human capacities.

sequences of human intentionality and

Instead, one must rely on the quan-

anticipatory behavior have a more mas-

titative differences between humans and

humans is based on the capacity for

sive potential impact on the physical en-

other species to account for this superior-

" self-objectification" and the "norma-

vironment than the behavior of any other

ity. For adaptational theory, the key is the

tive orientation" (13). Humans, with

species. It is this impact which is cur-

cognitive capacity to visualize changes

their impressive symbolic capacity (that

rently conceived as problematic, since

in contemporary phenomena, that is1 to
conceive of new things and thereby es-

is, capacity to become relatively free of

there appears to be no reliable means of

arbitrary or one-to-one determining stim-

control. The utilization of resources for

tablish new anticipations. When existing

uli), also have the capacity to perceive

the satisfaction of human purposes is

phenomena need to be altered in order to

the self in relation to the environment

subject to conceptions that are generated

achieve these anticipated ends, we can

which is of course the basis of human

within the social organ and that have no

speak of coping. This appears, for all

ecology. The self-objectification capac-

reliable controlling relation to rational

practical purposes, to be identical to in-

ity is also quantitative. Tribal societies

considerations such as sustained re-

novation. I believe that the adaptational

apparently possess this capacity to a less-

sourcDe yield. Thus the distinctive charac-

rhetoric is superior to the cultural since it

er degree, that isZ they perceive the self

teristic of anticipatory behavior in the

focuses attention on the human actor and

(humans) as largely in synthesis with the

economic sphere is that it generates a

his behavior rather than on abstractions

environment whereas industrial societies

form of adaptive behavior in which antic-

from his behavior. Generalization is

appear to develop the most pronounced

ipation is keyed to satisfaction of wants

achieved when we speak of group styles

sense of self detached from the environ-

or consummation rather than to future

or modes of coping, that is, social adapta-

ment. This is, of course, a facet of the

consequence (or, according to White-

tion. These are not really equivalent to

more general subject and object concep-

head, the freedom component tends to

culture as classically defined, since we

tualization that is strongly developed in

dominate over prudent anticipation).

remain at the level of behavior and hu-

these want-dominated societies.

This has been an overall evolutionary

man purposes.

If we consider adaptation in terms of

tendency in the human species; particu-

Implicit in the above is the proposition

human relationships with the physical

lar societies over limited spans of time

that the important phenomena for an adaptational anthropology are dynamic hu-

environment, the significant behavioral

may demonstrate the opposite character-

process is probably the ability to create

istics, but the general vector has been

man purposes, needs, and wants. Most

an image of the physical world which is

toward increasing use of resources to

of the past ethnological work on tribal

only partially congruent with empirical

satisfy wants and desires. Hardin's

cultures assumes or describes static pat-

reality. The degree of congruence is vari-

"tragedy of the commons" (22) is the

terns of purpose and want. Hence, eth-

able; there exist no known generalized

tendency, not the exceptional case.

nological theory, or cultural anthropolo-

psychological controls over this symbol-

Olne philosophical argument for even-

gy generally, has been poorly equipped

izing capacity, which varies only by indi-

tual control falls back on the concept of

to handle situations with rapidly chang-

viduals or, within particular groups, by

ultimate naturalness. This can be ex-

ing purpose and want factors. Anthropol-

experiential vectors controlled by degree

pressed as slow-working, self-correcting

ogy has generally neglected the fact that

of exposure to alternatives. However, it

feedback or as faith in the human ability

tribal societies represent sidelines but

is this variance in experience and ex-

to cognitively appraise the dangers and

not the main thrust in behavioral evolu-

posure which also lies at the root of the

call a halt. These doctrines tend to ne-

tion. If cultural anthropology is to con-

ethnological concept of discrete cul-

glect the way human intentions are

vert to a study of contemporary society,

tures. Since the human capacity for sym-

bound by the communication systems

it must make this shift to a theory with

bolic constructions of milieus is theo-

called institutions or by vested interests

factors of reality as the central com-

retically indefinite, different cultures are

and prestige reciprocities. Planning is ex-

ponent.

simply products of time and spatial posi-

pected to mitigate the pressures, but re-

The first anthropological attempt to

850
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conceptualize coping behavior, and to

the parameters of these interhuman rela-

past precedents-a nexus in which causa-

contrast it to the cultural level of descrip-

tionships, since, to an increasing extent,

tion is absorbed into the context of recip-

tion, is Firth's distinction (24) between

situational coping (see 3 below) tends

rocal functioning as a temporal process.

structure and organization. He defined

to set styles of response. However, ev-

This does not, of course, eliminate

structure as the relatively slow-to-

ery society retains a corpus of relation-

simple cause and effect sequences that

change anticipations that are called val-

ships that may be described by such

are a result of factors which compel the

ues, norms, or expectations of the behav-

terms as consensus, conflict, affiliation,
individualism, or role playing.

lines, for example, a natural catastrophe.

ior of others. Organization refers to the
more quickly changing behaviors de-

3) Adaptive behavior. Obviously the

signed to attain immediate ends or to

distinction between this category of data

sudden redirection of action along new
However, in these cases, the adaptive
nexus soon comes into operation.

cope with shifting temporal circum-

and the others is purely analytical, be-

In an adaptational approach, it is also

stances. The basic distinction is thus tem-

essential to distinguish the microsocial

poral, not substantive, and Firth's es-

cause both thought patterns and interhuman relationships are involved in ad-

says can be read as an attempt to keep an

aptation. However, in the adaptational

function, since in human societies (and

and macrosocial levels of behavior and

explanatory role for culture while giving

mode, the emphasis shifts toward strate-

to a real but unknown extent in non-

recognition to the need and purposive di-

gic coping, that is, the attempt to realize

human societies) these characteristically
differ in their consequences. The micro-

mension of behavior which is of para-

individual and social objectives through

mount importance in the everyday move-

the mobilization of social and material re-

social description concerns behavior of

ment of human existence.

sources. This category of behavior has

individuals in defined group situations

Firth's distinction helped to liberate

become dominant in the contemporary

and pertains mainly to their instrumental

cultural anthropology from its pre-

actions, that is, satisfaction of purpose

occupation with reified, fixed systems

world with its interdependence and growing constraints on free action.

and began the transition to an adaptation-

The empirical question for the cultural

fest and latent meaning that depend on

and want. This mode also has both mani-

al framework. Any consideration of ev-

anthropologist concerns the extent to

eryday reality alters the generalizing,

the particular precedental components

which these three categories of data are

timeless mode of classic ethnological de-

and their quantity. The macrosocial level

integrated in any concrete social situa-

scription; it requires the anthropologist

pertains to the consequences of these in-

tion. When congruence can be demon-

to become concerned with purpose and

dividual actions for other and larger

strated-for example, when the ob-

accomplishment, that is, to deal with in-

groups and society in general. Here judg-

served social behavior and thought artic-

ments must be based on both neutral and

ulations are mutually consistent, and
their own right. Ethnology's frame of refcoping is handled mostly by precedent-

purposes believed to be representative of

strumental activities as significant in

scientific assessments and on values and

erence has shifted since the introduction

one might well speak of the existence of

of Firthian concepts-from essentially

a culture. This usage of the term is remi-

archeological description of self-con-

(contrary, incidentally, to traditional

niscent of Redfield's distinction (26) be-

tained tribal societies to studies of hu-

democratic values) that microsocial ac-

tween culture and civilization which im-

man behavior in tribal contexts under
varying degrees and conditions of in-

tions are always consistent with macro-

plies that, in the latter, inconsistency be-

social aims and standards. In the tribal

tween the sectors of experience is typical

society, such consistency was probably of

volvement with larger systems.

a general trend. It cannot be assumed

and thus requires rational action for reso-

I conclude from the emphasis of pub-

a high order; in modern pluralistic soci-

lution or suppression of the resultant con-

lished reports that the trend in recent

eties of all levels of development, the ex-

flict-a process largely unknown in the

years is toward a three-way classifica-

pectations are less probable. The satis-

"folk society." The distinction is, of

faction of individual needs character-

tion of the data of cultural anthropology.

course, relative and idealized, since all

This classification, which can handle

istically may violate (that is, be maladap-

human societies display inconsistency.

tive for) social well-being.

both tribal and nontribal materials, is as
follows (25).

However, a conception of culture as

The details of the anthropological syn-

the precedents that people use to con-

thesis suggested by the use of adaptation
as a paradigm is a topic for a separate pa-

1 ) Thought. Description of ideas, val-

struct patterns of coping is more appro-

ues, goals, and purposes as articulated by

priate for an adaptational approach. Prec-

the members of the group under study.

per, but a summary can be provided.

edents may be derived from either the

Among the topical fields of cultural anthropology, political, economic, ecologi-

These need not, of course, be unique to

thought or the interhuman activity data

that group. The collection of thought pat-

categories, and therefore can be called

terns should be made without prejudice

cal, and social-transactional studies ap-

by a variety of names: norms, values,

as to their permanence or changeability,

pear to constitute a core which is increas-

role expectations, prestige, and the like.

since the depth or rootedness of particu-

ingly concerned with human coping with

However, precedents, made available by

lar mental constructs cannot be known in

real events (27). I shall call this instru-

advanced communication and memory

advance. Societies differ in the extent to

mental anthropology. If this constitutes

functions in the human species, do not

one wing of cultural anthropology, then

determine coping behavior at all times.
the ends of living and the degree of adaptThe degree to which precedents are operive flexibility. To an increasing extent in
ative, and their quantity, is an empirical,

the other consists of interpretive anthro-

which mental concepts actually define

pology, including the study of symbolism, meaning, and the combination of

the contemporary world, people learn

not a theoretical, question. Since few hu-

differing and often compartmentalized

symbolism and semantics known as

man actions occur without precedents,

systems.

structuralism, according to the designa-

either manifest or latent, these prece-

tion given it by its founder, Claude Levi-

2) lnterhuman activity. In the social

dental factors (culture) become part of

Strauss. Methods of research in this

dimension, the relations between people

the milieu to which humans respond. To

are expressed by structural diagrams and
reciprocities of behavior. Mental con-

simplify the argument somewhat, the

wing may also feature especially intimate
interaction with human subjects. In gen-

adaptive nexus of human action can be

eral, this interpretive wing of anthropolo-

structs from 1 may or may not define

defined as the relation of present goals to

gy exploits the descriptive mode of the
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culture concept-Geertz's term, "thick

terms of social adaptation will almost au-

description," is apt. The instrumental

tomatically become a science oriented to-

wirsg moves toward science, that is, gen-

ward policy (30) Its findings will pertain

eralizations and explanations of human

to the basic question of what humans

behavior, by the use of a variety of mod-

need and want, how they go about ac-

els. An adaptational approach would ap-

quiring these, and what consequences

pear to be more securely based in the in-

for society and the environment will re-

strumental wing, but since values, sym-

sult. While the program outlined here can

bols, and precedents are part of the

apply to tribal and peasant society, it is

adaptive nexus, they cannot be ignored.

perhaps. more cogently represented in

Psychocultural anthropology for the mo-

the study of modern life, wherever this

ment stands between these wings (28).

may be found in the industrial societies

The current feasible limits of synthesis in

or in the new, foinmer tribal nations.

cultural anthropology are thus sug-

Within the discipline, the approach, at

gested-for instrumental anthropology,

the least, prefigures a synthesis between

culture is the qualitative and quantitative

the subdivisions now labeled <,ocial, eco-

precedents for decision, or opportunities

nomic, political, and ecological anthro-

for and constraints on free choice; for in-

pology, and possibly psychological an-

terpretive anthropology culture is the

thropology as well. In addition, the impor-

qualitative corpus of symbolism charac-

tance of valuational phenomena for the

teristic of the era. Although the two

study of adaptational processes means

wings are mutually dependent, the multi-

that anthropological studies of symbol-

dimensionality of human behavior ap-

ism, art, religion, and values may even-

pears to require differing conceptual

tually become part of a joint eSort.

foundations; culture is, at best, a heuris-

Whether he considers himself humanist
or scientist, the anthropologist will ac-

tic device.

knowledge that man lives by both bread

and dollars, art and the spade, belief and
Summary: Adaptation and Policy Science

pragmatic accommodation. It is the
union of these modes which constitutes

The central issue in human affairs is

the distinctive human version of White-

dual. It includes the search for autonomy

head's anticipation, and his homoge-

in the midst of constrairst and the coun-

neous, but also varied, universe.

tervailing search for control in the face of
license. Humans, like all organisms and,

in a metaphorical sense, all physical phenomena, seek satisfaction of anticipa-

tions; while this search is governed in
part by built-in controls and possibilities,

there is a large domain of freedom and
novelty. Humans have greater freedom
(will) than other species and phenomena,

but at the same time it is apparent that
this capacity can be abused, and survival
or peace of mind threatened by disregard
of prudent restraint. As }3oas observed

in a neglected essay (29), humans exist in
a milieu of their own making which is always a mixture of freedom and conformity. I believe that this should be the
central issue in the concept of culture if
the concept is to be salvaged.

My proposal for this salvage (or replacement) operation is to fecus on adaptation as the central topic of cultural and
perhaps of all anthropology. Adaptation
is a word for the human capacity for coping with milieu in order to establish
protocols of both freedom and constraint. It is a researchable field since an-

thropology already has developed many

of the necessary concepts and operations, however disguised these may be
by the abstract language of patterns, values, and the like.

A cultural anthropology conceived in
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mentS bllt one should not take them as
real 1lntil they are supported by other
evidencev It is likely that most of these
apparent differences will also disappear

Three-Dimensional Structure of a
ranster {r A ln Two Crystal Forms

on further refinement of the three models.

The backbone structure of yeast
tRNAPIle was revealed from an x-ray
crystallographic study on the ortho-

Analysis of three sets of atomic coordinates of yeast
phenylalanine tRNA establishes common features.
Joel L. Sussman and Sung-Hou Kim

rhombic form at a resolution of 4 A (/),
and the preliminary tertiary interactions
within the structure have been described
for both orthorhombic (2) and monoclinic (3) crystal forms based on 3A resolution data and recently reviewed (4).
Preliminary comparison of the two crys-

tal forms5 based on the structure factor
amplitudes at 4 A (S) and on the general
Transfer RNA (tRNA) plays a central

statements investigators make. Such ac-

role in decoding the genetic information

ceptance is usually safe for gross struc-

at 3 A resolutlon (6), suggested the

in messenger RNA (mRNA) during pro-

tural features such as backbone folding,

similarity of the structures in both crystal

tein biosynthesis. Recently, x-ray crys-

secondary structures, and approximate

forms. In the last few monthsS three sets

tallographic studies on yeast phenylala-

coordination geometry around metal

of atomic coordinates have been reported

nine tRNA (tRNAPhe) revealed its in-

ions, but not for isolated features such as

for this tRNA so that it is now possible

appearance of the electron density maps

tricate-tertiary structure. Although the

the existence or absence of a single hy-

to make a detailed, objective comparison

;'complete" refinement of the yeast

drogen bond, small differences in con-

between the structures; two sets of atomic

tRNAPhe structure will require a few

formational angles, or detail of coordina-

coordinates for this tRNA in an ortho-

more yearsS the three sets of currently

tion distances and symmetry. It is also

rhombic crystal form have been obtained

published atomic coordinates of this

not uncommon that the interpretation of

by two different refinement procedures

tRNA in two different crystal forms are

electron density maps changes at succes-

with the use of the same diffraction data

good enough to compare and draw con-

sive stages of x-ray crystallographic stud-

(7, 8) and one for the same tRNA in a

clusions about the structural features

ies. However, such changes become mi-

monoclinic crystal form by another pro-

that are common.

nor as the refinement proceeds.

cedure (9). All three procedures are dif-

The purpose of this article is? first, to

These shortcomings carz partially be

ferent but related to each other with the
common goal that the model obtained

critically analyze the three sets of pub-

overcome if one can compare several

lished atomic coordinates, in order to

structures of the same molecule deter-

should fit the experimental data and

determine the range of errors and the

mined and refined by different groupsS

known stereochemistry.

criteria used in defining structural fea-

and then accept only those structural

For convenience, the structures in the

tures, especially hydrogen bonds, for

features that are common among them as

orthorhombic crystal form refined by the

each model; and second, to compare the

reliable at high confidence level. Such is

Duke group (7) and the MIT (Massachu-

three models so as to sort out those

the case with yeast tRNAPhe. For ex-

settx Institute of Technology) group (8)

structural features that are present in all

ampleS one can see in Fig. I a few

are called A and ES respectivelyS and

three models at high confidence level.

changes in the assignment of tertiary

that in the monoclinic form refined by

The common structural features so ob-

base pairing at two different stages of

the MRC (Medical Research Council of

tained can provide a solid foundation for

refinement in each model. Although

Great Britain) group (9) is called C.

all studies on the structure-function rela-

there may be more changes on further

tionship of tRNA.

refinement, the gross differences among

There is a general tendency to freely

the three models have now disappeared.

accept x-ray crystallographic results of

There are many minor differences (see

macromolecules despite the cautious

below) at the present stage of refine-
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